
Download speeds – the dilemma of speed testing 
 
Accurate speed test results are difficult to obtain. Below are a few pointers for users on the LGfL 2.0 
network. 
 

Your school’s connection – a few examples 
 
Normally people start running speed tests when they believe everything is running slower than 
expected. However, this needs to be done carefully to obtain useful results. 
 
First, look at your site’s general connection usage. This can be done via this page of the support site: 
https://support.lgfl.org.uk/secure/status/usage/status_trend.aspx 
 
 
The page should display a graph like this one 
 
 

 
 
 
The graph above shows that the maximum incoming speed is 19.8Mbps and it’s a spiky graph. This 
school has a 20Mb connection and runs along very well. 
 
The school on the next page is not so lucky: 
 
 

https://support.lgfl.org.uk/secure/status/usage/status_trend.aspx


 
 
As you can see, incoming and outgoing readings are at 9.9Mb. This is not the case all the time but 
notice how busy the graph above is. The school is, however, on a 10Mb connection. 
 
The graph below shows a really unlucky school. They have a 10Mb connection but they have a sister 
site and they have requested firewall rules that allow an Active Directory server in one school to run the 
other site as well so Microsoft requires the servers and workstations to talk to each other. As a result,  
look at the state of the graph. 
 

 
 
The first graph in the series shows a school that is generally using the system well while the second 
example could do with upgrading their capacity, but in general all is well. The third school raised a 
support case about internet access speed but in actual fact, the problem is bandwidth usage between 



sites which is consuming all the spare capacity. As a result, when they tried to surf the internet the 
performance was not very good at all and that’s what all the staff were complaining about. 
 

Understanding the graphs 
 
It’s worth understanding just what information is being displayed on these graphs. They give a snapshot 
of the data travelling past a specific point in the school’s network – in these cases, it is the outside 
interface on the LGfL 2.0 firewall (this is the interface that goes out to the LGfL 2.0 WAN and the 
internet).   
 
It’s not possible to tell the difference between traffic that’s accessing something on the Internet like 
www.bbc.co.uk or something accessing data in the core of LGfL 2.0 like StaffMail. All the graphs show is 
how busy the interface on the school firewall is. If the interface is busy then it’s going to be difficult to 
get data from anywhere and if the interface is not showing loads of traffic then there is more capacity 
but not at a guaranteed high speed. 
 
In effect it’s like looking at the slip road on junction 7 of the M25 and seeing how much traffic is 
queuing at that specific point in time. You can see if the traffic is moving freely like on the first graph, or 
if it’s a busy junction in the rush hour and empty at night like in the second graph or if there’s a 17 car 
pile up and the junction is stationary like in the third graph. It does not tell you anything about the rest 
of the M25 (or the core of LGfL 2.0) or what’s happening on the M1 which leads to Birmingham which is 
where Microsoft host their services. They will be at the mercy of the M1 traffic. 
 

Testing between your school and the core of LGfL 2.0 
 
You can  test this by going here  
 
https://support.lgfl.org.uk/secure/status/speed/status_speed_test.aspx 
 
Click on the ‘click to start test’ button and you will get something like this: 
 

 
 
As I’m lucky enough to have my workstation connected to a switch that’s located in a room about 20 
feet away from the core of LGfL 2.0 I’m going to get a really good speed reading. What’s actually 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/
https://support.lgfl.org.uk/secure/status/speed/status_speed_test.aspx


happening here is that my workstation is trying to download data and upload data to the core of the 
LGfL 2.0 network. We are not going anywhere near the internet - I’m just testing my local network, my 
workstation and my connection to LGfL 2.0.  
 
My workstation has a 1G Ethernet connection on the back of it and the network is very empty and fast 
but I can still only get 763Mbps because the components of my workstation, such as the hard drive and 
the backplane, are all giving up before the network connection gives up and there is an overhead in 
moving the data around. 
 
If you run this test on a workstation in your school in the middle of the day when everybody  is trying to 
use your connection you will all fight for access to the lease line bandwidth and the results will not be 
very predictable.  
 
This test is useful for checking your school’s connection to the core of LGfL 2.0. However, to get sensible 
readings you need to run it when the network is NOT being used by anybody else.  
 
Below is a graph from a school connected on a 100Mb circuit done at 6:30pm with just the Nominated 
Contact in the school. This  workstation is also connected to a switch that is directly connected to the 
LGfL 2.0 firewall. 
 

 
 
This is the correct kind of result for this school.  10% is lost in technology overhead and there’s one 
workstation consuming all the bandwidth. 
 
So this test is useful only for testing the school’s connection.  
 
Let’s look at how to abuse the test.  
 
The next page shows an image of the same test run on my machine at home ie NOT on an LGfL 2.0 
connection at 7:30pm on a Friday evening when everybody is surfing the internet.  



  
 

 
All I’m doing here is testing my local ADSL connection. We know the LGfL 2.0 core is fine and I’m 
running it in the evening when not much is happening so I’m really just testing my service provider’s 
network. If I wait till the morning and run the same test again look what happens – a 5% improvement 
in performance. 
 

 
 
 
This is because fewer people are using my home broadband service provider’s network than they were 
on a Friday evening – nothing else has changed. 
 
 

 
 
 



Testing between your school and the outside world 
 
This is the hardest test to get accurate information from but here are some examples to consider. 
Everybody loves to test their new connection or for that matter, their old connection, and if you google 
‘speedtest’  you will trip over this site. 
 
You can test your connection against various places on the internet that have decided to provide ‘free 
of charge’ connections against which to test – that’s code for they are consuming their bandwidth to 
provide you with figures and, of course, the site sells advertising in order to pay for it. 
 
Let’s start with my home connection. We know it generally does 7 or 8 Mbps download from LGfL and 
about 600Kbps upload. The first place I’ll run this test against is ‘Names Co’ which is a London-based 
service provider. 
 
 

 
 
 
So that looks reasonably OK 9.1Mbps and 590Kbps it’s faster download than from LGfL 2.0 because my 
service provider has better connections to Namesco than to LGfL 
 
Now let’s try it against Vodafone. 
 



 
 
 
The result above shows that we have just lost 1Mbps download but my broadband connection is 
exactly the same so the only thing that’s changed here is the path over the Internet and where I’m 
going to – ie outside the control of either my home ISP or of LGfL. 
 
And it gets worse. Let’s try Cork in Ireland which is closer to Dublin where Microsoft host most things 
for Europe. 
 
 

 
 
 
We appear to have lost another 1Mbps of bandwidth. Again, only the route has changed. You could 
always click on the advert to boost your PC’s speed by 50% if you like (please don’t do that, I’m joking – 
nothing other than a route on the internet has changed). 
 



 
Below is another one. Now I happen to know where Nouakchott is – I’ve even been there – and here’s 
my speed test against an ISP there. 
 

 
 
 
Let’s just say it’s in West Africa and almost all my bandwidth has disappeared. 
 
One last one to try from home might be Comcast. They are an American broadband provider and their 
website shows they have tonnes of bandwidth so they should be really quick due to this massive 
network….. 
 
 

 
 
 
Amazing! They’re as fast as a West African country….. 



It does not get much better if I re-try all these tests at work on my super-fast workstation that we 
looked at a short while ago. Here are the same tests to compare against: 
 
 

 
 
 

    
 



 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
The item to note here is that even with a mega fast connection to the core of LGfL I still get crippled by 
the internet and people’s services and products on the internet. All we are really doing here is flooding 
the far end server and connection.  
 
The people that run the speedtest sites don’t want to provide me with 1Gbps bandwidth to test my 
connection– their graph does not even go up to 100Mbps so the results of their test can never 
represent my connection even if the services at the far end were capable of filling my connection.  
 
LGfL has multiple feeds to the internet and they can all carry up to 10Gbps of bandwidth each IF the 
server on the internet can deliver that (no point looking at a server in Nouakchott and expecting it to be 
quick). If the server at the far end has to provide services to differing levels of connections then their 
speed of delivery will change throughout the day. 
 
Speed test sites pretty much all have the same level of un-reliability in terms of reporting speeds and 
they all take advertising to cover their costs so you should now be able to see why they provide such 
un-predicable results.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



So, what can I actually do? 
 
Make sure that your connection into the LGfL 2.0 network is running well. To recap, your graph should 
look something like this: 
 

 
 
If it does not look like this and you have a flat top to the graph then you might need to buy more 
bandwidth for your school or work out what is consuming the bandwidth. To begin with, are you 
sharing data with another school? 
 
If the first test is fine then try the speed test on the LGfL support site but remember to do it when there 
is little or no traffic on your school network and everybody has gone home. If you are on a 100Mbps 
feed then it should look like this: 

 
 



If both these tests show good results and you’re still unhappy about the performance you’re getting 
against a site on the internet then try another site. One site can be fast and another slow and there is 
very little anybody other than the owner of the slow site can do about it.  

 
If you’re getting consistently slow performance across connections to the internet then place a 
workstation on the piece of network that the LGfL 2.0 firewall is connected to and run the tests again.  
 
If you are still having problems then take the screen grabs of your tests and open a support case and 
upload the screen shots into the case along with the IP address of your test workstation and a 
username and password for it so an engineer can RDP onto it. 
 
Finally, here is a graph of one of the four connections from LGfL onto the internet. 
 
 

 
 
 
First thing to note is the graph automatically scales so whilst it’s a 10Gbps feed the Y axis of the graph 
only goes up to 1.4Gbps or so.  
 
Next notice the time on the graph –it starts on a Monday morning when people come into school and 
goes past lunchtime and we are still only using under 2Gbps of the available 10Gb of bandwidth.  
 
The other feeds look the same and are massively under-used. So in reality, the likelihood of a general 
performance issue affecting LGfL is pretty slim. It’s possible that there is a fault with your connection 
and that would show up in the first two tests. Alternatively, the website you’re trying to access is simply 
dog slow or in Nouakchott. 


